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Criticism of March 8th sketches:

 

?ollow all suggestions with your in gination, not

your intellect - fellow with your acteris imagination. Advice

to directors should be written down, and followed when elaborat-

ing the sketches in the future. The idea of criticism is to

give practical advice for carrying our work further - that is

our aim - not theories.

First you must concentrate and imagine — imagine

that We have started our sketches from a vacuum, and then

imagine what we have really shown at our performance on the

8th. Then you will be able to appreciate your work which is

so precious. not from the ideal point of view but from the

practical point of View. starting from nothing. we have shown

twelve sketches. This must be appreciated. Be aware of this

feeling of growing up. like a plant grows. we are qrowing.

0n the 8th we, as it were. showed our first few leaves in the

beginning of spring. It is good to have this point of View

on our work.

I" DO U“:

 

1‘0 2-575 READY:

I have noticed fiwe differenfi types of "not to be
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ready." Che type is right and another is wrong. very wrong.

Let us define then both cléarly. and from this moment on we

must refuse one and accept the other. Cne kind of "not to

be ready" is because you have no grounds and no aims. You

are "éwimmingy. which means you do not know what to do the

next moment - you are "flounderingft

The director must give the aim., f the actor knows

his aim he will serve you bottor. dut if the director does

not know his aim ho must experiment. When tho director knows

him aim he has not the right to hidq it. in March 6th it was

shown that both directors and plflYErS were not sure of their

aim at all times and, thcroforo. thay floundored. This is a

negative form of “not to be ready” which the directors must

realize very clearly and never allow again. it is very da—

structivc for the actor's soul - it is a very bad power and

in counter—educative.

Another way of "not to be ready“ is that my soul

is not yet ripe enough to incorporate my ideas, and to use

the means i have got from the school. and from my director.

I an only exercising but I hovo not yet reached tho min.

with the right means which I have. if i am aaked by my director

what I am doing, I am able to tell him that I an exercising

this, or this. or this. in order to rcach the aim which he

has given me. in this case the actor has the right not to

be ready. He has to Erow. khis is very simple but very

important.
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ihcse two things are seldom clear or easy to see.

They are usually together and something has a ground and a

little bit of an aim, and then it has no ground and no aim.

Therefore the director's eyes must be very sharp in order to

"'.‘._ > ma.—

He must always give the aim if ho is ready to do so. If

not he must. of course, experiment and work until it is ab-

solutely clear for him. Lot us take some examples:

Ballaginax

Alina'a run onto stage. It was not yet relay. but

why? Her only ground was her psychological gcbfifiru. but

she had no objective - she didn't know why she should jump

through the space. He have two :hingo at tho came timo u

there is a ground and thorn in not. there £= an aim and there

is not. if the director had given her on objective it would

have been formed at once. but it was "not yet ready?

Therefore. the director muot analyze the results

of his work. with time it will occur instinctively, but

in the beginning you must work with sensitivity. Take tho

"scheme" pedantically for some time. and then you will be

more froe. It is not possible to really divide the psychological

gesture and the objective. etc. in the.rea1 work they will

fuse together because they are all members of the one family.

In the scene when Balladina was killing Alina. the

around was the psychological gesture. This was a very full
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moment - full impression of the performance - the ground was

there, etc. From the point\cf View of the "not yet ready“

performance, it had both ground and aim. This kind of “not

to be ready' is not only allowed. it is desirable. Compare

the two scones and you will see that while both scenes are

“not yet ready: one has a ground and the other only half a

ground. Through this tooling tho director.will, in the future.

got the real approach to his actors.

At the moment when Alina and Balladin wore speaking.

before the death. it was groundless - no psychological gesture

or objective to be heard in the opcoch - simply speaking the

words. Compare the three mcmonts and draw some conclusions.

There is a great illusion on the part of some directors that

the part will grow of itself. The part and the actor will

grow only if tho director will give the necessary f)od.

GRCUhDS AhD GRCUHDLESSRESSx

Groundlonfi moments must be looked at as dead moments.

They must not be allowed to stay too long because they will

decay. and the whole part will dio in time if the director

leaves those wrong moments with tho hope that they will grow

with time. They will never become more and more developed

and the happy moments of the play which have good ground and

aim will in time become tired. instinctively the actor will

become unhappy because of the many dead points in the organism.

An ill person is sometimes blind towards his own ailment and
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cannot sure 11, only the director can cure it. and this must

be a ver' 3‘Jtiou1ar problem for the dirGCLor.

Jefore you begin to work on your sketches a

must analyze your work and give an account or what has happened

to your sketch, h w many dead point: there

 

can give them life. dnly after such analysis must you upgroach

your sketches again.

Let us take another example: that of ioplana. her

novsmenta were based on a certain ground ~ psychological gos-

turo or images. Let us say that the ground was movement.

Then try to remcnber the movements and the spoech, and you
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will see how absolutely inharmonious they h

VG)".

 

for the speech there was no ground given, or if it was

it was not used. And so there was disharmony between the

speech which was Hixhout ground, and the movements which had

some grouad.

vhmateur groups wo-x without any ground. and therefore

they are unable to develop themselves. of course, by working

as an amateur for many years tho actor will develop sum

habits. She aims of such groups are another thing, and while

it is a very precious work thaL they do. from our point of View

it in groundless work. .horcforc. we must try to escape this

the:
amateur a nrcach to our work. 1 'n ”at blamlh and anP.

  

on y using than as an :xample. do can call the groundless

narts of our work ama our. So from this yolnt of View Jo;-

lana's 3;oech was amateur. while her uovomohts — althou5h
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“not yet ready" — were professionally grounded.

Balladinn i 1:

This is another kind of ”falling into nothing: if

you will remember the psychological gestures which were ex-

plored. you will see that there was no result of thin beauti-

ful approach which had been started. dhero woro tho gestures?

To start the right approach and then to forget it. or not to

take sufficient time to lot it grew and develop, this is

another kind of falling into nothing. it was jumping into

an improvisation which was groundless.

Imagine Balladinu's presence on the stage. she moves

towards the light and begins to speak - everything was done

with ground, and than at once it breaks and everything has

gone. What is the reason? The ground is not there. it is

very simple for the director to ask himself, has the actor a

around? What ground shall i give him? To find the ground

for today's rehearsal in enouqin ~ it does not need to be a

revelation about tho filey. if the director will get the

technique of undoretvnding why his actor is “limpingf, he will

get the answer.

In the scene between Jralnn and the old mother.

neither is yet ready, but I see the aim. for instance. the

mother's entrance. She is too young, it is not yet an old

lady. but this does not worry me because the ground is there.

She must ripen. Being young, she is old. But her exit was
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absolutely empty. iho only thing she tried to do was to be

dignified, which is what the director had given her. Jut

this is not right. now can she 29 dignified? it is a feeling.

This is not the right way to appeal to the actor. Ihe director

nust give her a gesture and an objectiva. do must appeal

to her imagination but not say to her, exit with dignity. The

result was absolutely nothing ~ it was floundering.

ngk Sketch:

What did the director think about the inner line

in which the human soul begins to approach the machine. and

the powerful human soul must die before our eyes? i would

like to see this sketch as the tragedy of the living soul or

a man, not that of a body. The healthy soul and the oolliaion

with machinery. and than the power of the machines. and how

they die and how they break down. Thin must be a whole long

process which you have shown in one moment. We must not I

anticipate the tragedy. We must see a healthy man. and than

a devil, and the human being in not able to fight such things.

it is like a danger in a draam which approaches nearer and

nearer. and you have no power to fight it. That is the

tragedy of the machine. Then the madonnas. the women. must

bring the feeling that there is something more - the ;owor is

going and the complete human being is able to overcome this

devil. and to be alive again.

This is another instance of not having the ground,
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because your cost has done ovorything quite right, they Know

what they wero doing and edvrythln; was done in the rifiht

time. But the real ground was not there because you forgot

the line of the spiritual death and reviving.

The Fairy Tale:

in this case we saw another instance of "not to be

ready? it was very clear what the two figures of the girls

were doing. and what éaul, as the King, was doing. but what

was weak was that there was no composition of these figures.

iuul's mise on scene and that of the girls are not yet mise

on scene - they are on the stage somehow and somewhere. ihe

ties on scone is absolutely groundless, therefore the hing

has no connection, in tho mise en scone. with what is goihé

on around him. The idea of the mise on scene has not grown

in reason and in aim. This is not a good kind of "not to be

ready?

Esmo and the two zirla showed a qood kind of "not

to be readyf‘ because they were not yet in their parts. and

their parts were not yet in them, but they have grounds for

for their parts. the time will come when they will under-

stand with the whole being what they are doing. they are

doing it only mechanically now, but the ground is already

there. the timbre of the voices was wrong because it was

groundless. it was sonethin‘ which was Lot justified, it was

 

imposed, and it was not clear to us what they were oiniu; at.
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It was very superficial and without ground.

In the case of Den Quinote and Sancho lanza in the

other scene. the voices were also wrong but there is a differ—

ence because we could feel the direction in which they were

going, and therefore it is possible to give some suggestions.

But in the case of the twa airls in ahe Pair! iale. it is

only possible to tell them not to use such voices because they

are superficial.

iho Fishinn Scenes

This is another example of something which is very

characteriutic. lho scone seems to flow from beginning to

and as a whole thing, and there is something of this whole in

it but somehow it is always falling into something. and then

into nothing, even in the smallest things. For instance, the

beginning is very good and Eleanor's movement with her back

to the audience is good, than she turns and there is nothing.

Such things are like a temperature - it is very difficult to

say when the thing falls into nothing and than it stops.

The atmosphere was there the whole time. and that

is a great achievement, but if you will remember different

figures and how they moved you will see, for instvnco. that

when Beatrice moved forward it was something. but tzen some—

body noved behind her and it was nothing. why? LhB director

must know. You are acting Lhe sea from the be¢innin¢ to the

end. lhe whole preparatory work which was acre with the
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invisible powers. if this had been carried through we would

never have such movements which are limited to this spot or

this room. the whole preparatory Work was in connection with

this power which was not here but all around.

The psychological gestures were right, but they

disappeared partially, and when those psychological gestures

which were not sufficiently exercised disappeared, at once a

whole groundless space appeared, in spite of the atmosphere.

in this atmosphere something must be done, something very

right. And what is this right thing in this case? it in

the power which they have either to fight or how before —

definite reactions towardo this power. but never any connection

with it.

fhio power is the rhythmical idea of this play.

From an intellectual approach you have nothing to say with

these movements which are not in connection with the sea.

lho Sigurec can move in any way if they are taken from an

intellectual approach. But from a rhythmical approach it is

at once clear that there is a stream from somewhere, from

Wherever John goes. But these misc on scene have nothing to

do with each other, and this is another inetaneo of ground-

lessnoss when the streams between the two scenes are cut. the

director must really meditate on this sketch, because it is

not so easy to grasp all these small things which are breaking

this connection with the main power, which we are going to

perform.
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If you will meditate on the performance you gave on

march 8th, you will see that‘all the movements forward are

very expressive. but the movencnts to the side are not because

they are not full of meanih4. .his example will lead us to

the understanding of the also en scone. It is not enough to

find the real. naturalistic, clever misc on scone. it must

be speaking about the main idoa. and not evgry movement on

the stage. Then everything will be a whole. without any

groundless points.

Joan of Arc:

Let ua remember the first entrance of saul. The

impression is that be known what ho speaks and what he must

do. but it is empty and groundless. what is the reason?

The reason is because he doom not have in his spirit the idea

that he will be awakened in a few moments. he acts these

moments as an actor, forgetting that he falls down to come

up. This is a very fine thing - it is one of the finest

things we have on tho stage and aunt be observed with great

care, because the actor is always in a certain way a prophet,

and this is the absolutely intangible power.

If I am going to act King Lear, for instance. and

I know that at the and of the play 1 will be absolutely nothing

and my spirit will be king. I have to know this. If it is in

my body. in my psychological gesture, and in my first apgoarance

as the king, I must show myself as King in my body but no»
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yet be n in m snirit, because that will be a prophecy for

the future. {his image of an empty king's body will never

disappear from the mind of the audience. uhcn i must make

the metamorphosis to hear my soul and be king. without the

smallest sign of being king in my body. 1 must not only know

the end of my part, I must act the beginning period. showing

the end in an opposite direction.

This was lacking in Paul's appearance, but this is

the question of a very fine composition in the soul of the

actor. and the director's task in to combine the elements of

the beginning. sn that they will be absolutely opposite to

the end. iho psychological gesture of the and must be done.

as well as the psychological gesture of the beginning.

let us take another case. when Beatrice. as Jew}

has received the inupiration. lho young actor in not always

able to hide his or her personal things which are not quite

right for the moment. For examplo. when Joan was awakening

she began to smile - this made her weak. nhon she is not

sure of herself and what she is doing. she begins to smile,

but this smile is like a red light which tells the director

she needs help. It is not easy to say just what she is lack-

ing but she is lacking. It is another example of groundless-

Another example of groundlESSLess was the moment of

.cter's song. ;he groundlessness was not in the voice. but

in singing the song, the gesture, the objective, were lost.



  

E- oer xiyntx

Shis is almost the same case as xhe fishing Scene.

:ood lighting effects - the best

 

Very good atmosphere, mud;

lighting. .hon gradually something went more and more wrong,

until suddenly a moment came which explained everything that

was groundless. In connection with the main idea, the key

for the whole scene was Asa's death. A beautiful transition

to the death, and it was so fascinating not to k: w whether

 

the person was alive or fiend. in the actor's soul is the

process of dying. In the process of dying. the audience is

also doing this. The whole scene is nothing but dying - a

beautiful picture of dying — how a person can die. firs. tlm~

hirot has shown how it must be done, perhaps consciously or

subconsciously. Ihe whole scene is the transition from this

world to another world.

 

At the beginning, when :eer says, ‘Eood even‘

he comes into this world. to go out of this world with the

mother. it the moment when he comes in. it is right - when

 

he cones Learor. it is r t — when they embrace each other,

 

it is right - and LI . everything atops. :ecr is

  

nothing is join; an. we is not comir, :10 this world, and

 

. is world. Such stoppi

 

itton for the ocess

 

scene is groundlessuess. fhis score is ”

 

  .,-
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is moving from hero to there. the smallest stopping is an

unnatural thing for this scone. Therefore, in this case the

groundlessness lies in stepping.

Lhoro is no rule for groundlessncss. but you must

awaken your feeling for it. this is the ingenuity of the di-

rector. to find out all these things and to give the ground

and aim. without knowing why it is groundless. the director

can do much harm to his actors by saying to them. "You are

not keeping the tone," or “Act, act. act." if the director

does not know what is wrong he will only torture his actors.

it is the director's duty to know what is wrong, and to help

his actors. if he does not know, he would be better not to

touch this point until he knows what the groundlessneas is.

in this scene there must come a moment when both leer and his

mother have left the stage. and are speaking on some other

Sphere. The dropping of the stick can be something which will

bring rcor hock.

The Cave of Salemancan

Let us take the scene where the two lovers are

coming to the airls. The groundlesonoss here was that the

objective was not done. Both actors have felt that in a cer-

tain way they were helpless. the director should stop the:

and help them by giving them the objective. lhe director

gave the objective and the actors tried to do it, but it did

not help. lhon the director must diminish the objective mad
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just say ”hello.” Lut of this “hello“ the objective will

grow. a

The actors have done one wrong thing which is very

characteristic. Instead of stopping you, the director has

let you so on. In such a case the actors have tho right to

stop. if the actors feel they are floundering, they must

stop and ask for help. Instead of stopping. the actors

tried in lie further and further, hoping to find uomething,

somewhere. The actors were as if drunk and didn't want to

see their mistakes. Actors must be brave enough to stop if

they feel they are groundless:

In the deans with Deirdre and the husband. It was

not ready. It was very childish. but it had around. If i

were the director I would leave Deirdre to repeat this scene

many times because she has a ground, and she needs to develop

the scene on this ground. nor childish performance must be

repeated many times until the ground is exhausted. She can

develop this scene more and more.

The two lovers need Just the opposite. They must

be stopped because they were only lying. benry's case is a

different one. He was trying to find how to fulfil his objective

and with time he will understand how to fulfil it organically.

He must not shuffle his feet, because {his is like a chaia

 

a his psycholoni. He tries to create who image of this old

 

man. but it is groundless. de have a technique for creating

 

a character — r~eugh the gays: logical ”esture, the imagination
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oi anotnor bcdy, displacement of the center, etc.

1hc director musé help in this case by boihg absolutely

exact in using the method of firdin; the character. For in-

stance, the director can say: .“3ow please be busy with the

Scene. See in your imagination your character's hands, neck,

cth, and try to incorporate them." ibis is like a mosaic,

and the director must help the actors to incorporate and create

maze, not in a hurry because then it is always groundless.

3
"

M (
I
I

1
-
”

The diroctor must be much more clever than the actor.

hcnry has not used the Method in creating his character, but

has tried to jump into The image, and it is only an illusion

that he is jumoing into the character. Jon‘t juny, but gradu-

ally try is create the hands, the fiesturcs, etc. Your nature

will define the time you will need for this. henry was lying

from the beginning to the end by tryinr to jump into an image

which does not exist. The Sign for the director is when the

actor is ashamed of what he is doing — this is again a case

of helplessness. For instance, Iorence 35:45 what he is doing

as a character. I can see another body because he knows his

  'c and incorporates it.1. ,

There was another moment of groundlessness in the

scene when Alan brings out the devils. ihc objective was no»

 

quite clear, and this was an tunes of trying to fill the

groundlessness with feeling. if an actor tries to feel with—

out hflyiug a ground, he will SOCLGE oziltor )FCOULiUr difficulty,

because we must have the ground, Lhe TGOIG, Lhe stem before
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we have the flow - You can use you: feelings as "ou like,

 

3ggjiggg you have yotm objective, or your psychological gesture,

ahd tomorrow your feelings will he mora alive because they

have underhcath them the objective. or the psychological ges-

ture. Rho objective requires the full concentration, and

then it will bear the feelings, etc. In general the feelings

are such a strange realm in the actor's lids that it is better

not to touch them — let them come and go and only prepare

the ground.

M otinv Scene:

 

The whole sketch has lost the ground. .9 of the

reasons is that the director has prepared some psychological

gestures for the sketch, but has given directions which were

not quite in connection with the gestures. ihercfore the whole

sketch lost its ground, because the preparatory work was not

used.

1his is a very characteristic case. If the director

has new ideas. he 'nust give the necessary ground for then.

“he nearer you come to the performance the sore inspiration

you will #01. You have the right to chan;e. but you oust pre-

pare the ground. 1 would 5! est that you finish with this

 

form of the sketch, and give your actors another idea. Iaao

it a meeting of actors - they are in a modern play — the tyres

are the same and the dialogue is the sane. :hen take a yoliti-

cal meotirq. and a street orator's meeting. Lac} tine give



  

  

 

As concer"s the grnund. the beginning of this sketch

was very good - it was almost a finished Hunk. ALd it is very

   characterisiic that when tho work ham 3 ‘ound, it ”ives the;

director at once the feeling of many fine things which must

be do: ;he scene was so fine that it was necessary far

 

cvcryth to act with you - for instahce. the jug which Llaanor

 

ve to the scene. the

 

was carrying. ihe more ground you will

finer the pattern you can diam on it. occause the ground is

ihore. you can create fine things. and you will get the feel-

in; .hat you are a musician o“ the stage.

{here was another example of groundlessness in the

characters. Henry tried to jump into the characiar which was

not yet ready. ierence tried :0 go into the image carefully.

Felicity took somethinn on her body without haVLUg the rLJ
 

:L

to do so. because she is not yet ready inside to have such a

thing. if she adds things superficially they will only re-

voal her helplessness. it is a wrong idea to think that by

Ltin» sonoth  um on your body you will help yourself — you

will only underline what is wrong. Jo not hogc that Lhe cos-

 

  'ume or the w - will help "cu, if you are no: yet i.:lde the

character. As Jon uuixoie, John has gatkos but it is 1he
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ill‘OIL', pathos. 'Hm whole character 01' 20L Quixote is pathos,

but it must be the right pathos. how can the director help

in this case? first of all he can give objectives - this

wrora and empty pathos cones because the actor has nothing

   to do. what is he doing on the st’d ? John nade another

mistake with his voice — it is not yet ready.

Carnival:

This is another case of groundlessness when the

 

nise en scene is speaking about nothing. 't was pure chaos.

Khe mise en scdne was clearly given, but it was chaos. why?

 

Because the director does not yet .ow the gesture of the

whole scene. lhe mise en scéne must £2 a gesture. just as

everything must. You can distribute your actors perfectly,

but it will be chaos if the whole has no ¢esture. Ahe same

is true in the Fishing Scene - they are moving without carry—

ing through one gesture. in 331 adina the idea or the spiral

is good, because this one gesture will always lead the whole

SCORE-

 

Ln Cagnival some very interesting gures are lost

because they do not have the spine, or gesture. on which they

should be shown. The beggar and child are lost in this chaos,

but they are the line. iney must be the beginning. and nuct

  e “'3 thatx- nista 9
4

disappear again as the line of hope.

they really did disappear in the :iddle part. cecause c; the

chaos and Absence of the Vasture.
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HETAAChIkCSiS:

Each part has to\;o through a metamorphosis. .othing

on the stage which is leading the play can be without meta-

morphosis. Everything must change. 1he two he;gars have

assumed very well the gestlme of contraction which has pre—

pared their psychology. it can be seen in each movement and

in their faces. it is the ground, but it must be doveloped.

It is not enough to be contracted for the whole gerformnnce.

The director must find something to ¢ive them a

metamorphosis - a development for the beginning and the end.

The beginning and the end are. in a certain way. always oppo-

site to each other. if you will repeat the beginning and the

end. nothing will have happened. lhe audience needs to start

with something and to end with something opposite, and this

is what the two figures of the beggars lack, and perhaps this

Imakes their being on the stage groundless.

Joan of Age:

Let us remember the psychological gesture exercises -

they were so strong and so impressive, but in perfornance it

 

was very weak. it is again another form of losinb the gram

The director gave a beautiful ground, but did not carry it

through. This often happens - it is in the actor's nature to

forgot everything that he has understood the day before. it

is the period when everything is disay;earin5 into the sub-

conscious region, and the actor is not really able to do an‘-
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thing but wait until it reappears and can be recreated. At

such points the director must work with objectives or gestures.

nothing more. This is the only way to help the actor approach

"as if" emptiness - it is not emptiness. it is the subconscious

work which will take its own time.

To overcome 5roundlessneos, be brave enough to go

back to the very beginning of things - thc.psychologiccl ges-

   ture. You will never really repeat the bevinni J again because

you are already on a certain level above the vacuum, and by

repeating the some things you will be already higher.

'EISE 81- 36:32:31

As costumes. as levels on the stage, as furniture,

as mako~up, as settings. etc., we must create on the ground

of the psychological gesture — everything must be doing the

psychological gesture. 1d each thing is a composition or the

psychological gestures. The perfect performance in our sense

is the perfect composition of psychological gestures which

everything is doing — the table and the actor, the actor's

voice and the author's idea - everything must be a harmonious

cal fiestureo.

 

chorus of psychol

 

The setting is such an important sh

for the audience. therefore the more we are res;onsible for

the nore we have the audience in our hands in

 

use of tho :Icrd. Just, as we ".ust know our a.o,C.
the best so

true with the miscmin order to be able to write. the sane l
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en scene - we must kn w something before we will be able to

write our ideas and words by means of the settings.

<“ACW — PSYCHOLOGICAL—PHYSICAL:

one very simple a.b,c, can be used with full freedom.

and you will get gradually the feeling that you have the sat-

tlngs in your hands. we know that in our physical space there

are three dimensions - height. width and depth. These three

dimensions for the ohysical space are our e,b,c. and each

thing which we are showing as setting on our stage is in a

certain connection to these three dimersions.

now let us imagine that you have to put something

on the stage in these three dimensions. For example. in a

certain stage space a certain object is put - remember the

cross in Joan o; Are. we must try to find out yhggg it should

be. Its height, its width, etc. - we must feel the point from

which the thing, or the person, or the spot or light is speak-

ing. It is not the same thing whether it is deeper or higher

or widorl whether it is to the right or to the left; all

these points are speaking of different things. if what are

they speaking? We know that we use these three dimensions in

our physical space, but for the artist it is another matter.

Each dimension is for us a psychological event and not a physi-

cal one. Like our body and our soul or spirit - we can con-

centrate on our body and he very happy in the knowledge that

we are a being which eats, sleeps, and drinks, but we cm)

also be a person who feels.

For the artist. for the actor, the three dimensions
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are three psychological dinensions. uhat is the height for

us, and what is the depth? \T.esc are two psychological worlds

which we have to learn to feel as psychological things. no

have some feeling of this for doing our psychological ges-

tures, but now I want you to understand only these three

dimensions, and nothing more.

to be up high on the stage means to be psychologically

high. if in Joan of Are the cross is standing high on the

heath, it means that the psychological effect on the audience

is high. But don't confuse it with the physical height. now

try to put the cross deeper and deeper in your imagination.

and try to foal it from a psychological point or View, being

psychologically deeper. in this case you have to awaken the

523; of the s acc. You have to awaken the feeling for what

the psychology for this or that point on the Stage is - not

the archetcctural or naturalistic composition — these are

other things. but what is the psycholo¢y of that point on the

stage? f we speak of a high tension we are doing the same

thing. it does not mean that the high tension is there, bu:

i3_lg there. to a certain extent. «hen we are :rying to create

a sfago setting, cud the hero must speak a soliloquy in high

tension. perhaps we will find the possibility to bring him to

a high place on the stage because the tension is there. out

 

you will never cscapc t‘ fact that the height is payoholohe

height — the dopLh a psych
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h tension from a
  if you ‘y to *ive your hero;

place on the ground. in will be low te:sio:. Lot hiyh tension.

You will Lyow to love this gsycholouical a,b.c. and the space

on the stays will Shea}: to you like a book. when no speak of

"highbrow" it is the sa1e thix.- in another sense. A is a, B

is b, and high is hinh. aha 31 var Steed is u very interest-

in; example of height, and mo beginning 03 Ehe Golden Steed

is a very interesting example of the law. For instance,

hei; t has many tensions. but it is something in connection

with the spirit which is the most remote from the earth. "Ligh-

 

brow means losing the ground. and high tension means to lose

the ground. But you can experience this height in different

variations. The depth can bu very profound. For instance. a

prayer can be very low but you will find that if you are

speaking of a low prayer. it must be a very strange com—

position. If you will listen to this part or the dimension.

you will find that the prayer coming from the earth is something

from the earth, with profound power from the earth. .high and

low - you can understand and experience then in different ways

but to a certain extent they are always fiistinct. These are

our a.b,c_- they are psychological point" in the closest

ouncction with the yhysical. -hcy make it yossiblc for us

   our physical .2

 

to express our psychological values throu

 

Yhis is our power to incorporate our plays, not only :hrol

our voices and bodies, but throu ‘ chairs ehd tables and objects

 

which are standing here or there. uhis is :Le 11‘ - Lhe
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psychologicrl language - of the Space. and the beauty of it

is that the physical oxpreébion of the space is the other side

of the same thing. He can feel our space and we can make space

from our feelings. do must awaken in our soul this beauty of

penetrating the space, by giving it psychological significance

or meaning.

R IGh‘i‘ ATM.)   1‘:

 

flight or left? Again you must experience what it

means. In each hand you have a very strange thing. For moral

things we use the word "right? In the right corner of the

stage is always something which is right, and in the left is

something which is wrong. You will always find that the

audience agrees with the things which are going on in the right.

and is 1955 in accord with things vmich are going on in the

left side - that is from the audience's left or right and not

from the actor's left or right.

This is not a mechanical thing. but it is part of

our a.b,c. and it is better to know this and use it rather

than to make some mistaken. This is the mystery of the right

hand side, and the left hand side. Zhese are only some hints,

but this in the region in which each of us must meditate and

find his OWn experience. I have told you this because you

will not be able to escape this law - right is right and left

is left - from the audience‘s side, because we are acting for

than.
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becomes more sig-

 

Scin: deep. a §er§on or a th

nificant for the general world. if you are standing back on

the stage and speaking a soliloquy, you will have the impression

of being important for everything around you. Speaking the

some soliloquy at the front of the stage, it will not have the

samo significance. The actor's significance will grow as he

moves back on the stage. and if he wishes +0 be even more sig—

lhase com-

 

ll climb a little. and to the

 

nificant he”

  posicions must be understood. Ur. Steiner :13 spoken about

the intimacy existing at the front of the stage. Ihcso are

only guidin; ideas and you must use them in a free way, but

if you will pay attention to them in your sketches. you will

feel how all this dsycpologicel-ohysical enacc will lead you,

and will respond to your Attention to it.

Koforring again to the hi ht and {aft — a point also

given by Jr. Steiner - the human eyes are built so strangely

in
.

that   y ‘ e the impressions of the world in an absolutely

di‘forcnt may. lot the physical difference is meant by this,

but the psychological dificrqnce. You: left eye is interested

 
in 1kg world - with your lefi eye you pick up everythit; that

 

is interest to you. Jith your right eye you understand

the things which you are looking at. {namihe the audience

 

sitti here feel“; the stage - the left eye belc:;s to the     

.t eye to ihe ri_ht side.the stage ard the ri

 

the interest  
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:f 01m audience. we nuat wove a little to the left, while i?

we wish the audience to understand we wust move a little to

fine rifiht, because by movi to the light the audience uses

  

its right eye more. If you concentrate on t? 3 you will :00

how differently you are using your eyes.

.
finowing this very fine and atrance law, we must use

 

Imagine the appearance 0: the flue brothers

in Jhg fielden Stan . Try to im

very earthy. very infieresting and yet not quite r

 

‘e what this is ~ somethi

 

If

 

we add to this forms, shapes and voices, we will get such a

power of expression on the stage. Ihese are the strings on

the vinlin of our art - 01m art is very fine. We must learn

these fine things, and this placing on the stuic at the right

moment and the right place is the finest thing which appeals

to the depxh of the audience. We Speak :0 the audience by

such things. hemembcr the moment when Antin is lying on the

ground — it is another depth. lhe audience will undeystmwg

Ahtin - this is not a thing which we must fiLd with our brain,

we must feel it.
 

When we feel all the impressions and desires, then

we can ask ourselves what is right and what i6 left, and yer—

haps we will gradually got the instinct for these things. so

must add to our art everything like S; cc. Jo must not be

 

afraid that there are too nany th :9 hope to create a

 

  new theatre, a real new .hcatre ~ not like Teycrhold's set—

 

3 - bui a new psycholcry, a n‘”
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new admiration for the theatre. Therefore do rot be afraid.

But no h00d time to digest all these things, and when you have

digested you will see that it is very nourishing material.

About Dr. Rudolf Steiner. 1 do not know whether you

know who he is. we will take soma time and speak about him

because he plays such an important part in our work, and I give

you at times things which I got from him.

IAGEEUITY AhD CEIGIHALITYI

Try to find the difference between ingenuity and

originality. Take the sketch of tho foord studentx a young

undergraduate comes into tho room with two books. he picks

up his hat and coat in a great hur‘y, in order to rush out

and Join his companions who are demonstrating outside. 3e

very conscious about this exorcise. Bc awaro when you are

repeating that you are Eggoazigg.

You must have only two points or view - originality

and ingenuity. You will reach a stage when you feel that you

cannot do any more - your Well of ideas has been exhausted,

but you must mago a special effort to get through this "death;

and you will find tho result. You must make a special effort

to find now ways and this is part of your development an! growth.

dhcn you reach the point where you are oxhaustod, than you

will begin to grow. the feeling of truth must be there, but

it is not the most important thing in this exercise, 30 don't

criticize from this point of View. Don‘t criticize coldly,
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but with warmth. than you will really criiicizo yourself.

 

account of u at you have soon, or what has up; med. and con—
 

centrate on the Inc yoints of View.

SETTINGS: THREV—DIMFNSIONAL S?ACW — GVSTURE:

After having the first idea of three-dimontional

space — which is psychological space for us ao actors — we

oust look at some settings from this poinfi of View. Follow

 

with your imagination: Balladina - The Spiral. You must

answer your questions with your hands and feet rathor than

with your head. We must create a setting by creat' it with

 

movement - not by collective minds or intellects. Is the spiral

going up or dQWn? There is a radical difference. iry to ex-

perience with your limbs the Spiral going up and the spiral

going down. lnoy are two absolutély different interpretations.

How important it is to orystalizo the setting after

long'medifiation and movement and long rehearsals. iho setting

must be the result after u long period of crystalization.

 

Zow imagine a situation where some setih

ordered from a famous designer, and at the last moment the

lorries firing the settings and the actors have to Move among

them without knowing why. i had an example of this when i

 

propared Twelfth i’Uht. i ordered the settings but ihey

were designed for an entirely differonu play. ihreo hours

rformanoe, the losignor sent the settings. :hi:

   

1 the old thentrel

 

l mononi w
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out of this principle about the settings many things

 

will happen. For instance,“if we have somethi on the stage

like the tree in Balladina, it must not only be included in

the psychological gesture, but it must be used by the director.

If you have something on the stage which is not used for act-

ing, it will be more and more disturbing. Like a ghost which

is present it disturbs and we are not able to find the right

contact with it. An unused part of the setting will be like

a ghost. But on the other hand. if you find everything out

of the psychological gesture. everythin; will be necessary for

you. because if it is in the psychological gesture it is al—

ready action.

In Balladina I, the tree was absolutely strange.

It Has not part of the gesture, and no one used it in the

proper way. uoplana could have stood on the around. uhe ges—

ture must be found which will show why this movement was neces—

sary. In time, by finding that the tree must do this gesture,

and by rehearsing more and more, the director will feel the

fine difference in the movement. iherefore, the creating of

the setting is not a thing which can be created somewhere else

and then be brought to the theatre. Also it cannot be done

before it can be done. It must be born like a child — if it

comes before nine months it is to a certain extent a disaster.

The same is true of a characterization - it must be

born. not forced. But when the right time is must be a very

e
r

individual thing, no like a child. It is natural with each
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actor. each artist. and the director must ho careful with

this question, and must know which of his actors is hearing

his "child" early and which later. and it depends very much

on this for the director to know how to help.

Stanislavsky was very careful with the actors in

this respect. although in other mayo he could be very rude

sometimes. but this is another question}- tin this particular

way he was very helpful. Ho know with his tremendous intuition

tho time when the child must be born. Cur directors must do-

volop this fooling very consciously, and not force parts, set-

tings and texts. The whole performance is the question of the

director, who is in this case the father.

In Balladina II. the setting is much clearer than

in Balladina I. By looking at this spiral, by feeling this

setting. by doing this setting, I get some uncomfortable fool-

ing in my limbs. In the spiral, with tho figure in the middle.

pressing down or not? It was not clear. but it must be clear.

'iho director will get his answer from tho characters. By

having a fine fooling for his actors ho will make some changes

in tho setting. of course not at once, because neither of

the two actors playing Balladina have developed an absolutely

obvious character. but some things are already to be seen and

the time will come when the director fiill feel p rhaps that

the form in Grotel's case must be different to iaula's, which

is 1 k3 Waves-for instance.

What about tho walls in the chapel? we must see this
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in our imagination. Have they windows. or are they absolutely

closed. Between the open ahd closed stage is a whole gamut

of openings. This is a very important factor in stage space.

By looking at the figure of John. as the Saint. again the same

necessity arises in your director's fooling. what is his

gesture? What shall the director do with him? is he stream-

ing up or is he streaming down? These aro.two different things,

and so important. This figure of the Saint, when the curtain

is up, must move me, but in which direction? To him and up,

or down and from him? fiust I be placed with him in the middle

of the room. lonely, or must I be the figure who dominates.

or an I lost in this small chapel?

These are absolutely different gestures which must

be answered by the designer and director. and through them by

the actors. And the Saint muut know what gestures he producest

and from knowing and expressing then he will speak in another

manner, and move his hands in another manner. Whether he is

filling the room, or whether he is alone. is entirely different.

Through the three dimonsienu you will more easily find the

questions and answers, because all these questions - spiral,

saint. etc., - are absolutely in those three dimensions, and

they will give you the answer if you will meditate on them.

The Fairy Tale x

The gesture of the throne coming up is absolutely

clear, but i am not able to feel the throne going down. You
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have two kings, one of which is descending 2d the other ascend-

ir' How to build such a throne which will do two things at
‘u'

the same time? it must not be absolutely obvious. but it must

be found in another way. _“

l_

loosine a series of staircases lo, imagine that

We want Lo use them for moving up only L—“1 _— this means

_’L_

another gesture, L._1 another gesture. ihen imagine that

 

you have another composition '_1 . Cnly by experimenting

With these forms alone - without plgzihi them in a certain

space — only with these things can you reach some gestures which

will be much more complicated than the usual thing. dith aven

steps or uneven steps, for inutanco.

This is a very primitive thing. but you cannot es-

cape this quality of the stops. If the point of View is that

it is more important for the king to come up, than you will

not use the above suggestion. but will concentrate only on the

”up?. You will use it in accordance with the idea you have

to interpret.

The Fichin? Scone:

Again the same problem. What is the gesture of the

setting which Gretel gave us? It seems to no that she gave

us a setting without gesture or idea ~.it is frozen, or fiend.

It is not movable. I feel only one part of the gesture. Be-

hind this cliff i can feel a gesture. going out. but it is

wrong because the whole setting must have a gesture.
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the ingortant part of ‘ r Sce:e is that you

 

are acting the power of the sou. and the connection of people

to this power. Sretel's seiting has no cozxectlen with this

power. it must stream :2 the sea. 0r out er the sea. ibis

is speaking primitivéy, but if you will do this primitive

thing - ci1hcr towards or away — it will already be a very

great thirg. If you recall all the psychological gestures

which have been done it will help you. 11 is very bad to

imagine the sea out in the audience. it must be more to the

right or left. but never out into the audience. 1hia can be

done only in Special cases. such as comedies somatimcs. It

is disturbing to the audience. because the audience docs net

want to be caught with the hands. it wants L9 be drawn un-

consciously.. She audience Hafiz to discover the performance

ror itself. but if the actor is acting towards the audience.

the audience will draw back. ihorcrore. it is necessary to

leave the audience as free as possiule. and than it will go

with you better.

Joan of Arc:

Imagine the scene of the green grass. the cross and

the hill which Zerence designed. The sketch has a Jesturc

which is unhappy. but the boxes, the structures, which have

been used for the setting are absolutely happy and straiéht.

it i; 7 an illusion that the boxes are

  

designer has drawn. The gesture of the unit
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incorporated on the stage. Therefore you must experiment with

the boxes and try to reach‘tho same effect,'me same gesture,

which you reached in your designs. Merely copying the sketch

on the stage will give nothing.

If you will look at the setting which you have con-

structed on the stage. you will see that t has nothing to

do with the setting you have drawn. The boxes, the structures,

have their own voices. and you must listen to them, and if

you do you will find something on the stage which will in—

corporate what you have wanted to give in your sketch — this

means that the real setting and the sketch for it are two

different things.

Imagine why the cream cannot be noved. or why only

part of the cross can bc scan. If you will experiment with

such moving you will sue how entirely different it is. iry

to listen to such experiments and you Will find that not only

the impression is different, but the interpretation or the whole

play is changed. imagine the significance of the setting for

the interpretation of the play, for the idea of the play.

Imagine that the cross will be seen more on the left-hand side

of the stage. and that it is a little bit broken — then imagine

the whole sketch. How much flora tragic is the fate of Joan

because of this cross, which will speak continuously to the

audience. By looking at the setting. the audience will be

touchnd in its subconscious region. You oust never forget

this lain
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let us recall the tree ir £alladi:a E as another 

example. iherefore, the director and designer mist ac responsible

for The movements of their settings. Low put the cross in The

t. anl you will see that the

 

place where t .9

 

figure of Jean is an entirely dif?erent one.

ihese are very fine things and we must meditate on

them. and than we will hear the voices of fihe various parts

of the settings. Low try to put the cross higher so that only

the lower part or it can be seen. and we will got aL entirely

u
;

different effect. ,ow try to latten the hill — another

quality is felt. From this we will see how responsible the

director and designer must be for each part sf the setting,

if we wish to create a new kind of iheatre.

Pee I; nt:

The setting is a very expressive one. i don't know

why, and I don't want to know why, but it was very expressive.

Ask yourselves why it is good. meditate on this setting. ihere

is one question: is the mother down, or is Leer up? if the

mother is down. then you must find something to express it

more. You must be free to change something at the last moment -

you have the right to do this because it is there.

The setting should be made to reach the same effect

from the whole auditorium. There are two things which we must

try to reach: 1. fihe complete composition 0L the stage, and

the completeness of the stage settings, will make its impression
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on the audience. 2. In creating the settihgs, the designer

is obli;ed to go timough the theatre. agd from each ylnce in 

 

the theatre he must get some sv‘ estiCLs from iaiCh he will

 

find the best solution.

Yhe iasi;ner must do the two thi - by doing

 

camplate work on the stage, and by trying to reach a canaluslon

from iifferent parts of the theatre. ; principle it is not

 

n

Wcessary to have things or. the stage which are 2:01: .2eccssary.

T.cre is always the possibility of finding the nearest thing'
5
‘

to what the designer and director want. For instahce, perhaps

it is right that the gesture for the whole play of Ehe Cave

of nalamanca is 1 kc a champ gne glass. If you have this as 

a gesture at the same time. it can be turned to a gasture,

13 another instance

 

and the setting can be as champagne.

in which we can find thn nesture through some image or

association.

WI

In this scene you have tried to bring him from a

blue world into a darker one. Imagine where the table is

placed. and Don Quixote appears from above. The idea is that

 

the spirit cannot flnd the connection to the n=uerial, and the

Whole tragedy of Don Quixote is that he is blind to the earth.

and his eyes are too wide opan for tha spirit. Ahe earth and

    all material things are oppos ahis can be the gesture
u

 ~OSO 30}:

 

of all material things - ta 0}
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.caessor the psychological gesture of Jon uuixota

‘ . i .

rvmnind up the sicps and béihg pushed bacx, without AbOWiflé

it? Icu r e hot used this. but you must return to such happy

 

four atiahs. :rom this ;csturo. which was so happy, you will

  

3osture for all things on the stage. For iLstance.

wh n Don Quixote is coming down the steps. is khc table straight

or is it placed across the space? dhich is more opposing?

Rho audience will feel the difference absolutely;

if you c from one room to another. you will feel

 

the difference in the various reeds. As audience you will

take it at once. it is somehow speaking to you and you are

answering it. Aha audience will never understand the signifi-

cance of the table being straight or across the space. and it

,
4
.

(
.
1

ma: necessary - the more subc0nscious ii is the better.

1; .7

(
~

(
I
)

C
:

C actors we must Know that the impression of the table

P
.

: 0 way or another will help us or L01. Jheu inabine anotherr
0

change in the table. and you will see that it is stain another

action. ihcn imagine changing the table so that one part is

thick and the other part is thin, and so on. :he designer

must do this with everything on the stage, and than he «ill

be able Io create such things that {hey will be like music

for :ho audience.

:aturally the actor will be feo by these things. and

will feel his figure in another composixion towards the things

on the Sta-C. 1L is very necessary Io: che acior not L0 be
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